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SIDE ONE 

1. CLARINET CANDY ~& ‘ 4S Leroy Anderson 
Soloists: Vincent J. Abato; Herber S. Blayman; Roger Hiller; Bernard Portnoy 

2. THE GOLDEN YEARS 4; 2-4 
3. LAZY MOON From The Musical Production ‘‘Goldilocks”’ 2:19 

4. | NEVER KNOW WHEN 2! 4(°2. 

Leroy Anderson 

Leroy Anderson-Walter & Jean Kerr-Joan Ford 
From The Musical Production ‘‘Goldilocks” 

5. ARIETTA 72. ¢ 
6. THE Pussy Foor 2! 4S 

Leroy Anderson 

Leroy Anderson-Walter & Jean Kerr-Joan Ford 
From The Musical Production ‘Goldilocks’ 

SIDE TWO 

1. Womismercn SO © 
2. BALLADETTE a: § 

3. SHALL | TAKE MY HEART 2: 3s" 

Leroy Anderson 

Leroy Anderson 

Leroy Anderson-Walter & Jean Kerr-Joan Ford 
From The Musical Production ‘‘Goldilocks’’ 

4, THE CAPTAINS AND THE KINGS 2.° “f" 
5. TOWN HOUSE MAXIXE 2/0© 

Leroy Anderson 

Leroy Anderson-Walter & Jean Kerr-Joan Ford 
From The Musical Production ‘‘Goldilocks”’ 

6. PIRATE DANCE 2, / OO Leroy Anderson-Walter & Jean Kerr-Joan Ford 
From The Musical Production ‘‘Goldilocks’’ 
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Blue Tango e Bugler’s Holiday 
e The First Day Of Spring e 
Sandpaper Ballet «6 The Phantom 
Regiment e Lady In Waiting 
(Ballet Music) From The Musical 
Production ‘‘Goldilocks’’ » Sara- 
band e Sleigh Ride « The Girl 
In Satin @ The Typewriter e 
The Waltzing Cat @ Plink, Plank, 
Plunk! @ Pyramid Dance e (Heart 
Of Stone) From The Musical Pro- 
duction ‘‘Goldilocks’’ 
DL 8865 
DL 7886S (Stereo) 

A LEROY ANDERSON ‘‘POPS?* 
CONCERT 

The Girl In Satin e Song Of The 
Bells e The Last Rose Of Sum- 
mer e The Typewriter e Turn 
Ye To Me e The Minstrel Boy e 
Bugler’s Holiday e Summer Skies 
e The Bluebells Of Scotland e 
Forgotten Dreams e Sandpaper 
Ballet e The First Day of Spring 
DL 9749 
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A CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL °e 
LEROY ANDERSON AND HiS 
ORCHESTRA 
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LEROY ANDERSON CONDUCTS 

A Christnas 
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The Syncopated Clock e Belle zs 

Of The Ball e Forgotten Dreams A Christmas Festival (Joy To The 
e China Doll e The Penny-Whistle World e Deck The Hall. With 
Song e Jazz Pizzicato e Jazz“ Bougns Of Holly e God Rest You 

Legato e Fiddle-Faddle e Sere- 

nata e Horse And Buggy e A 

Trumpeter’s Lullaby e Song Of 
The Bells e Summer Skies e 
Promenade 
DL 8954 
DL 78954 (Stereo) 

BLUE TANGO ce LEROY 
ANDERSON 

Blue Tango e Promenade e Sara- 
band e Belle Of The Ball e A 
Trumpeter’s Lullaby e Serenata 
e China Doll e The Waltzing Cat 
e The Phantom Regiment e The 
Rakes Of Mallow 
OL 8121 

Merry, Gentlemen e Good King 
Wenceslas: e Hark! The Herald 
Angels Sing e The First Nowell 
e Silent Night e Jingle Bells e 
O Come, All Ye Faithful) e Suite 
Of Carols For Brass Choir (While 
By My Sheep e In Dulci Jubilo e 
Lo, How A Rose E’er Blooming 
e. I Saw Three Ships e From 
Heaven High I Come To You e 
We Three Kings Of Orient Are » 
March Of The Kings) e Suite ©. 
Carols For St ing Orchestra (Pas- 
tores A Belen e It Came Upon 
The Midnight Clear e O, Little 
Town Of Bethlehem e Bring A 
Torch, Jeannette, Isabella 
Away In A Manger e Wassail 
Song) e Suite Of Carols For Wood- 
wind Ensemble (Angels In Our 
Fields e O Sanctissima e O Come, 
O Come Emmanuel e O Come, 
Little Children e Coventry Carol 
e Patapan). 
DL 8925 
DL 78925 (Stereo) 
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Conducting His Orchestra 
Leroy Anderson, the acknowledged master of his own very original form of musical composition, has 

never permitted himself the luxury of resting on his considerable laurels. Instead, he consistently reaches 
into the unlimited reserves of a remarkable musical imagination for our equally unlimited musical pleasure. 
The result has been a succession of musical gems—inspired good music in the classical sense and popular 
music in every sense. 

Any concert of Leroy Anderson compositions, especially if the composer himself is conducting his own 
hand-picked orchestra, is a news event. But a concert of brand new musical delights from his gifted pen 
is cause for excitement and anticipation of ‘‘Stop the presses!’’ proportions. As with all of his compositions, 
they sparkle, bubble, charm and captivate with their tuneful inventiveness. 

Of course, the music of Leroy Anderson speaks—or rather sings—for itself. Because he is a superb 
musician as well as an inimitable creator, Leroy Anderson can deftly use any number of musical devices, 
the same ones employed by Bach, Beethoven and other masters, to the delight of every one—even those who 
find so-called ‘‘classical’’ music too much for them. In fact, musical historians are already recognizing the 
fact that, in addition to his purely musical contributions, Leroy Anderson has added another important one. 
He is helping to break down that artificial iron curtain dividing serious and popular music. 

How does this extraordinary man do this? While there is no explaining, defining or analyzing his unique 
gift for musical invention, the composer himself has furnished a small clue when he modestly said, “It’s all 
a matter of time.” This is merely another way of saying that a good deal of hard work and thought goes 
into every detail of each composition. Leroy Anderson does a lot of ‘‘eomposing in the mind,” he will tell 
you, before he so much as sets a single note to paper. An entire year may go into the writing of a work, 
or a few bars may remain just a few bars until they can be developed into precisely the musical idea the 
composer has been seeking. 

When the time comes for capturing the sounds in his mind on paper, Leroy Anderson is especially 
“careful in scoring, editing and cueing.’’ Each instrument is assigned its particular job at its proper moment 
and the entire composition is polished to that mysterious point where it contains exactly the right number 
of notes. One more or one less would spoil the total effect. The miracle is that, for all the painstaking labor, 
each composition by Leroy Anderson invariably sounds as if it had sprung spontaneously to life at the 
moment we hear it—fresh, ever new and enchanting. 

CLARINET CANDY. This bright, sprightly charmer needs no explanation except perhaps to note that it 
enthralls clarinet virtuosos as Bugler’s Holiday intrigues buglers. Leroy Anderson actually composed 
Carinet Candy as a kind of Fiddle Faddle for clarinets, a perpetual motion piece that bristles with brilliant 
passages. Please note, however, that neither the strings (which take over the beautiful main theme while the 
clarinets contribute melodic filigrees), nor the brass (which arrives in time for a strong finale) are neglected. 

THE GOLDEN YEARS. One of the many wonderful things about Leroy Anderson’s compositions is his 
flair for evocative titles. While his titles are as straightforward as his music, they never actually tell us 
what we are supposed to hear in the music itself. It is indicative of the composer’s respect for the intelligence 
of the listener. Take The Golden Years, for example. No two people would deny the existence of some time 
in their lives that might be called ‘‘The Golden Years,’”’ but neither would agree when these years 
occurred. No one, however, would question the warm romanticism of such a time—and there it is in the 
triumphant melody of Leroy Anderson’s Golden Years. 

LAZY MOON. One of the best-scored musical comedies of the 1958 Broadway season was Goldilocks, Leroy 
Anderson’s first musical. Set in the period of pre-World War America, Goldilocks wove a delightful story 
about the early days of movie-making. As the show opens, the heroine is starred in a musical titled 
Lazy Moon. As everyone knows, no musical worth its salt in those days was without its title song énd 
Lazy Moon was no exception. For this musical within a musical Leroy Anderson concocted a song that 
conjures up a time of simple joys and tastes. His musical invention was matched by the splenjid lyrics 
(also true to the period) of Walter and Jean Kerr and Joan Ford. In this new arrangement, composer 
Anderson has added a characteristic Andersonian musical fillip: the percussionists, playing actual tap 
shoes, bring the dancing sounds of another era right into your living room. 

I NEVER KNOW WHEN. An outstanding song written for Goldilocks, again with fine lyrics by the 
Kerrs and Joan Ford, I Never Know When is a bluesy lament. No period piece this, however. but a ‘timeless 
treatment of the evergreen ‘“‘torch’’ song. Here, in its first full orchestral setting, all the expressive 
qualities of the brilliantly conceived melody are given an unforgettable rendition. 

ARIETTA. The idea for this classical excursion was inspired by the composer’s daughter Jane at a time 
when she studied the viola. Originally conceived as a duo for viola and cello, the Arietta (literally ‘“‘small 
aria,” or “‘little song’’) was cast by Leroy Anderson “in classical two-part form.’ In orchestrating this 
little masterpiece for full orchestra, he retained the original cello part without a change. It is the almost 
solemn, very classic, rhythm heard under the very unusual main theme—the kind of sturdy melody that 
old Bach would have liked. 

THE PUSSY FOOT. To go from Bachian melody to an impish setting of a cat ballet gracefully underlines 
the remarkable Anderson versatility. It is a. fact that: our grandparents: leved songs and dances: abeut 
animals (remember the Bunny Hug, Turkey Trot and Grizzly Bear?), a fact brilliantly documented in 
Goldilocks. For the first time, here is the ballet music in its entirety, complete with wind whistles and all 
the zest of a good back-fence cat fight. 

HOME STRETCH. Leroy Anderson is blessed with, among other attributes, a great sense of humor 
which, when coupled with his fiair for musical ingenuity, is irresistible. How typically subtle to have 
chosen the rhythm of the galop (a fast dance of the mid-nineteenth century) for a composition about a 
horse race! It is an artful and characteristic touch. So is the especially remarkable effect that occurs near 
the close of Home Streth, when the ‘“‘horses” galiop round the bend, race past the stands and fade away in 
the distance. Another winner for Leroy Anderson—and for us! 

BALLADETTE. Perhaps it is significant that this marvelous little musical moment began with the coda— 
that is, the ending. Having discovered an insistent, haunting figure and a matching main theme, 
Leroy Anderson had only to work toward the middle to reach the beginning. Simple? Of course, provided 
you are Leroy Anderson. Taking the insistent, repeating chromatic figure of the coda, Mr. Anderson 
employs it as the opening of Balladette. Here is just another instance of how he will avoid the obvious. 
What seems to be the main theme of the piece turns out, actually, to be the accompaniment, repeating, 
like the classical ostinato throughout the entire Balladette. 

SHALL I TAKE MY HEART. No one has ever successfully defined, or even explained, a good melody. 
In general, a melody is a succession of musical tones which, for some reason, makes sense. A good melody 
is one of these successions which becomes very popular. Musicology aside, a better definition of a good 
melody would be simpler and more pleasurable after listening to the fresh, new, arrangement of the song, 
“Shall I Take My Heart,’’ from Goldilocks. 

THE CAPTAINS AND THE KINGS. This ironic quasi-march was suggested by lines from Kipling’s 
Recessional: ‘‘The tumult and the shouting dies/The Captains and the Kings depart.’”? Pomp and glory fade 
away with the all-too-human heroes. Not a strict march, The Captains and the Kings shifts from 2/4 rhythm 
to %, thus underscoring the uncertain fate of captains and kings. The middle section has, the composer 
pointed out, ‘“‘a human rather than regal melody.’”’ He also commented, ‘Kings are human beings after alli, 
which is about all that can be said for most of them.”’ 

TOWN HOUSE MAXIXE. Around 1912 America went wild over the maxixe, a dance popularized by 
Vernon and Irene Castle, which was imported from Brazil via Portugal. An ancestor of the later samba, the 
maxixe was given a new lease on life in the original modern version composed by Leroy Anderson for Goldilocks. 

PIRATE DANCE. The rousing first act finale of Goldilocks was the Pirate Dance, here in its stirring 
recording premiére. Although this sequence had its plot function in the show, the ballet itself has proved 
strong enough to stand up on its own musically. This is patent from the swashbuckling performance 
by Leroy Anderson and his jolly crew. Edward Jablonski 

A long time student of the American musical scene, Edward Jablonski is author of The Gershwin Years, 
Harold Arlen: Happy with the Blues and George Gershwin. 

PROPER CARE OF THIS RECORD will prolong its life and increase your listening enjoyment: Keep in special protective envelope when not 
in use; avoid handling playing surface; wipe with soft, slightly damp cloth; set phono for proper needle and turntable speed; CHECK NEEDLE 
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1. CLARINET CANDY (2:45-AS) 

Soloists: Vincent J. Abato; Herbert S. Blayman; 
Roger Hiller; Bernard Portnoy 

2. THE GOLDEN YEARS (3:25-AS) 
3. LAZY MOON* (2:19-AS) 

4, | NEVER KNOW WHEN* (2:42-AS) 
5. ARIETTA (2:47-AS) z 

6. THE PUSSY FOOT* (2:45-AS) 

From The Musical Production 
Goldilocks’ 
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1. HOME STRETCH (2:32-AS) 
2. BALLADETTE (2:53-AS) 

3. SHALL | TAKE MY HEART* (2:35-AS) 
4, THE CAPTAINS AND THE KINGS (2:46-AS) 

5. TOWN HOUSE MAXIXE* (3:00-AS) 
6, PIRATE DANCE* (2:00-AS) 

“From The Musical Production 
“Goldilocks” 


